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Objectives of CSA reorganisation

1. Better align CSA programs with Canadian government priorities

2. Better service our government partners

3. Streamline CSA in a way that promotes consistent vision and direction on three business lines:
   - Space Utilization
   - Space Exploration
   - Space Science & Technology
CSA’s New Structure
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Mandate: Accountable for providing cost effective and timely implementation of the Space Services element of Canada’s Space Program. The Branch is responsible for the end-to-end aspects, from strategic planning, through mission concept development, application development, design, implementation, launch, ground infrastructure, operations and disposal, of the CSA’s Earth Observation, Space Weather, Space Surveillance and Satellite Communications programs.
CSA Program Update

• RADARSAT Constellation entered phase C and was awarded funding in federal budget 2010 for the manufacturing of three satellites.
• Polar Communication and Weather completed Mission Requirements Review and is submitting request for funding of implementation phases.
• Completed feasibility studies for the Chemical and Aerosol Sounding Satellite (CASS) mission
• Completed planning of Northen Ground Stations (Alert, Resolute, Yellowknife)